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The idea: to generate and design individuality in 
combination with performance. In a branche where 
is no space for mistakes to set up a product and a 
brand which has never been there before.

The purposes: from the beginning clearly defined! 
Exclusivity, precision and quality. Every vehicle is a 
hand crafted masterpiece with character. 

Since the foundation in 1999, speedART has pur-
sued a logical strategy of growth and progress. By 
a narrow collaboration with our developing partners 
from the most different technology regions in Ger-
many and worldwide, the combination of traditional 
craftsmanship and the modern production procedu-
re is also assured for the future.

Results? Our biggest success is if you express the 
enthusiasm for your car with a smile. 

Everything that counts: perfect evolution! To go a 
step further without loosing the aims out of sight. 
That is our task.

„You have to try the impossible, to reach the possi-
ble.“
Hermann Hesse





















Aerodynamic programAerodynamic program
speedART aerodynamic program (CAD engineered) for a sporty look and improved aerodynamics for all Macan models.



Aerodynamic Macan, Macan S and Macan S Diesel

Side skirts 

 Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.SS 
Painting and Fitting Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.SSUM                      

Rear diffuser

 Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.HD   
Painting and Fitting Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.HDUM           

Front spoiler

 Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.FS                        
Painting and Fitting Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.FSUM                      



Headlight cover

 Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.SC                           
Painting and Fitting Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.SCUM                       

Air intake frames 

 Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.AI 
Painting and Fitting Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.AIUM                        

Roof top spoiler

 Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.DS 
Painting and Fitting Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.DSUM                    



Side skirts 

 Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.SS 
Painting and Fitting Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.SSUM                         

Rear diffuser

 Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.HD   
Painting and Fitting Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.HDUM           

Front spoiler

 Art. Nr.: SA.MACT.FS                   
Painting and Fitting Art. Nr.: SA.MACT.FSUM               

Aerodynamic Macan GTS, Macan Turbo and Sport design package



Headlight cover

 Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.SC                    
Painting and Fitting Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.SCUM                 

Air intake frames 

 Art. Nr.: SA.MACT.AI                         
Painting and Fitting Art. Nr.: SA.MACT.AIUM                       

Roof top spoiler

 Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.DS 
Painting and Fitting Art. Nr.: SA.BK95.DSUM                   



sspeedART Design-Band/Strip for all Porsche Macan (before facelift):

give your Porsche Macan the design of the facelift-model with the new speedART-De-
sign-band/strip/belt. Adhesive-backed in the dark-red-glossy-version (similar to the orig. 
rear-brake-light). Optionally you could use the original Porsche-sign* which you could 
get from every official Porsche dealer (part number: 95B.853.687).
*The Porsche lettering and the Porsche coat of arms are protected trademarks of Dr. 
Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG.

 Art. Nr.: P95.DHL.MAC                           
                     

speedART Roof spoiler lip (basic colour glossy black, self-adhesive)

 Art. Nr.: SA.MAC.DS2                           

speedART rear spoiler for all Porsche Macan models (paintable in desired colour)

 Art. Nr.: SA.MAC3.HS                          



Engine / Sport exhaust systems
Power increase based on the newest stan-
dards of technics and on top of the happening.

All components like gearbox, clutch and engi-
ne are so attuned that at every time the ma-
ximum power is available. In cooperation with 
aerodynamic, suspension, wheels, tires and 
brakes it creates an amazing value of driving 
dynamic.

  „Das Ganze ist mehr als die Summe seiner 
Teile.“
Aristoteles



Active-Sound System „Add-On“

Active-Sound for Macan Diesel and all gazoline models: „Add-On-Version“: additional to the original 
exhaust, electronic loudspeakers and a control unit that you get a very realistic and impressive, sonor 
and sportive sound 
 Art. Nr.: P95.ASS.MAC.AO 
Fitting Art. Nr.: P95.ASS.MAC.AOUM             

Active-Sound System

Active-Sound module (for Macan S Diesel: complete exhaust system with electronic loudspeakers 
and a control unit that you get a very realistic and impressive, sonor and sportive sound in your Die-
sel. Fits with original tailpipes incl. TÜV approval)

 Art. Nr.: P95.ASS.MAC.SD 
Fitting Art. Nr.: P95.ASS.MAC.SDUM             

Soundbooster

Soundbosster for orig. Macan S Diesel sport exhaust: for more sound

 Art. Nr.: P95.MAC.ASS.SB 
Fitting Art. Nr.: P95.MAC.ASS.SBUM                 

Sound and exhausts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XmZsAX_Ujvg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DVN_sKhscq8


Sport exhaust for Macan S ,GTS and Turbo

Sport exhaust for Macan S ,GTS and Turbo  
(optional with twin tailpipes, please ask for your individual version)

 Art. Nr.: P95.MAC.ESD.XX  
Fitting Art. Nr.: P95.MAC.ESD.XXUM         

Sport exhaust with sound switch for Macan 2.0l from 2022 (TÜV version)

speedART Sport exhaust with sound switch with double tailpipes incl. centre silencer (TÜV version) 
for model 2.0l from 2022

 Art. Nr.: SA.MAC3.KLA.TÜV  
Fitting Art. Nr.: SA.MAC3.KLA.TÜVUM        

Sport exhaust with sound switch for Macan 2.0l from 2022 export version

speedART Sport exhaust with sound switch with double tailpipes without center silencer 
(export version without TÜV) Model 2.0l from 2022

 Art. Nr.: SA.MAC3.KLA.EXP    
Fitting Art. Nr.: SA.MAC3.KLA.EXPUM       



Power-Kit Macan S Diesel

Power Box for Macan S Diesel 
(additional ECU for about 310 hp / 700 NM – just plug and play)
*only with the NSA-Warranty

 Art. Nr.: P95.MPB.310.DI 
Fitting Art. Nr.: P95.MPB.310.DIUM             

Powerkit

Powerkit (up to + 80 hp more power) for Macan S, GTS and Turbo incl. sport exhaust system, sport 
air filter and Power box
 
 Art. Nr.: P95.BEN.PKK   
Fitting Art. Nr.: P95.BEN.PKKUM                   

Twin tailpipes optinal in black matt
 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BEQasgtLIFo


Power Box Macan GTS

GTS (additional box for ca. 410 hp / 560 NM)

 Art. Nr.:  P95.MPB.410.BE 
Fitting Art. Nr.:  P95.MPB.410.BEUM                

Power-Box for Macan S:

(340 & 354 hp: + ca. 50 hp & 100 NM)

 Art. Nr.: P95.MPB.30L  
Fitting Art. Nr.: P95.MPB.30LUM                       

Power-Box for Macan 2,0l:

(245 & 252 & 265hp: + ca. 45hp & 60 NM)

 Art. Nr.:  P95.MPB.20L 
Fitting Art. Nr.:  P95.MPB.20LUM                       



Sport air filter / piece

 Art. Nr.: SA.MA95.LF                           
Fitting Art. Nr.: SA.MA95.LFUM                       

Power Box Macan Turbo

Power Box for Macan Turbo  
(additional box for ca. 480 hp / 680 NM): 

 Art. Nr.: P95.MPB.480.BE  
Fitting Art. Nr.: P95.MPB.480.BEUM                







Suspension
Optimum transmission, high cornering speed, 
controlable at the limits and a safe driveability. 

Sportive or comfortable! We do the setup like 
you wish. Modern suspensions with active 
controled systems are offering still an optimi-
zing of driveability because the most series 
suspensions are a compromise of sportive 
and comfort.
We can offer you various opportunities from 
comfortable suspension to complete adjus-

table coilover systems. 

A brilliant cooperation between our develop-
ment partner and test drivers is setting us in 
the lucky position to go on moving the limits of 
driving physics in your favor.

„Faith to those who search the truth and doubt 
those who already have found.“
Andre Gide



Lowering module

Electronical lowering module for vehicles with airride-suspension

 Art. Nr.: P95.MAC.ELT.WH 
Fitting Art. Nr.: P95.MAC.ELT.WHUM         

Sport springs

Sport springs for vehicles without air-ride system.  / Price per set

 Art. Nr.: P95.MAC.TLF.HR               
Survey and fitting Art. Nr.: P95.MAC.TLF.HRUM            
 

Bilstein Coilover suspension

Adjustable coilover suspension for vehicles with and without PASM, 
adjustable height 30-50mm

 Art. Nr.: P95.MAC.ELT.WH 
 





Form follows function or reversed, just how 
you wish. Give your car an individual taste.

No matter if one piece forged or modular. Bet-
ween different variants and types can be cho-
sen. 

Also we can offer individual paint jobs or pow-
der coatings of wheel center, wheel lip and 
wheel bed in various colors. For sportive and 
race driving we have weight reduced wheels 

in our product range.  

Another enhancement in value you can reach 
with our harmonic wheel designs. Strong con-
tours or smooth curves are creating a special 
and personal appearance of your car and 
highlight the claims of sportive elegance.
 

„The normality is a paved street, you can go 
well on it, however, there grow no flowers on 
her.“
Vincent van Gogh

Wheels





21“ Cross-Spoke-Racing (CSR)

speedART wheelset Cross-Spoke-Racing (10&11x21“): 

wheelset black Edition Art. Nr.: SA.CSR.21.BE 
wheelset silver Edition Art. Nr.: SA.CSR.21.SE     

Spacers for all Macan wheels available on request in many 
different sizes



21“ Cross Racing Duo Wheel

21“ Cross Racing Duo 
(Y-Spoke-Design, 2-piece, center star optional in silver or black matt) 
Wheelset 9 + 10,5 x 21“
Wheelset incl. tires 9 + 10,5 x 21“ with 265/40 and 295/35 R21“

Wheelset Art. Nr.: P95.BBS.SET.21 
Wheelset incl. tires Art. Nr.: P95.BBS.SET.21                   

22“ Performance Wheel 

22“ Performance Wheel  
(Y-Spoke-Design, 1-piece)  
Wheelset 9 + 10,5 x 22“
Wheelset incl. tires 9 + 10,5 x 22“ with 275+295 ZR22“

Wheelset Art. Nr.: P95.PER.SET.22 
Wheelset incl. tires Art. Nr.: P95.PER.SET.22        

RDK - Tire pressure control

RDK-Sensors for series tire pressure control
Mind the region code in MHZ

   Art. Nr.: P11.95B.RDK 



speedART SP9-SUV – wheels in  20“ and 22“
SP9-SUV-wheels in various colors available
(standard color black-siver-polished, price for special colors per wheel  155,- Euro)

22“ SP9-SUV

Wheelset                                 10 x 22“  Art. Nr.: SP9.SUV.FS22  
Wheelset incl. tires                  10 x 22“ mit 295/30 ZR22“ Art. Nr.: SP9.SUV.RS22        

20“ SP9-SUV

Wheelset                                 9 x 20“  Art. Nr.: SP9.SUV.FS20  
Wheelset incl. tires                  9 x 20“ mit 275/40 ZR20“ Art. Nr.: SP9.SUV.RS20            



ASW – Wheels in 19“, 20“, 21“ and 22“

ASW – Airy Spoke Wheel  
(5-Spoke-Design, 1-piece, in many colors available, basic color is black with summer tires, 
extra charge for Bi-Color-Design)

22“ ASW

Wheelset              10 x 22“  Art. Nr.: P95.ASW.FS22  
incl. tires                   10 x 22“ with 295/30 R22“  Art. Nr.: P95.ASW.RS22           

21“ ASW

Wheelset              9 + 10,5 x 21“  Art. Nr.: P95.ASW.FS21  
incl. tires                   9 + 10,5 x 21“ with 265/40 + 295/35 R21“ Art. Nr.: P95.ASW.RS21           

20“ ASW

Wheelset              9 + 10,5 x 20“  Art. Nr.: P95.ASW.FS20  
incl. tires                   9 + 10,5 x 20“ with 265/45 + 295/40 R20“ Art. Nr.: P95.ASW.RS20            

19“ ASW

Wheelset              8,5 x 19“  Art. Nr.: P95.ASW.FS19   
incl. tires                   8,5 x 19“ with 265/50 R19“ Art. Nr.: P95.ASW.RS19         



Interior
Fabric, leather and microfiber and also car-
bon, stainless steel, aluminium and wood. In 
combination with entertainment and multime-
dia. Various forms and colors in any thinkable 
version.

Also here the best materials are used and 
technology on the newest state of the things. 
No matter whether tone in tone, Bi-color or a 
mix from the respective materials, in creating 
the interior there are nearly no borders placed. 

In the course of the years all this only became 
possible by an intensive collaboration with the 
most different companies who have specia-
lized themself in individualizing interiors.  

Here it is exclusively pure manual labour and 
the standards in quality and processing are 
exceptionally high. 
Please notice that a listing of all products and 
variations in the interior is in this prospect not 
possible because of the large ammount of op-

portunities.

Please send us your enquiry direct to info@
speedART.de. We will send you as soon as 
possible our response and a detailed offer.

„Temptations you should give in. Who knows  
if they come back!“
Oscar Wilde



The speedART interior manufactory offers an exclusive and noble interi-
or-design for all Porsche models. Not only a rich store of leather and alcan-
tara colors are available but also exceptional carbon colors. Sport steering 
wheels and seats are also available as well as individual floor mats and colored  
instrument dials. Please contact our sales team for further information.
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